Kawa zx9

There were five model incarnations across two basic designs. This definition is practical to note
as the last version of the B-model is disguised as a C-model caused by a change in outer design
which the oncoming C-model inherited. Prior to the advent of the Fireblade, large-capacity
Japanese sports motorcycles had become polarised. In simple terms, the s had the handling,
the big-bores had the power. In both categories, Kawasaki ruled. The ZXR offered the
technology and the performance of ultra-expensive racing-homologation models from Honda
and Yamaha at half the price, and it outclassed the similarly priced GSX-R of the time, which
still featured a perimeter frame and an oil-cooled engine, while the ZZ-R held the title of the
fastest production motorcycle on Earth. It combined big-bore power with sport bike handling,
but, crucially, it also pioneered meticulous attention to weight-saving design. The Fireblade not
only outpowered the 's, it was also significantly lighter. This was the detail overlooked or
underappreciated by Kawasaki when they set out to build their Fireblade-beater. Rather than be
a direct competitor, the ZX-9R was retained as a more stable and more comfortable alternative
to the Honda, with more straight-line speed. The road-going bias is evident through the raised
clipons and more upright seating positions. The wheels - three-spoke cast aluminium alloy 3.
The twin-piston rear Tokico caliper no longer mounted via a torque arm, and the clip-on
handlebars mounted above the top triple clamp, not below. The frame was a welded
aluminium-alloy dual-beam with cast steering head and swingarm endplates, but with steel-tube
engine cradles and swingarm-mount endplates extending back to support the rider's seat and
attach the bolt-on subframe, like the ZZ-R The crankcases, clutch and gearbox were carried over
from the ZXR, with a longer-throw crank and a bigger-bore, taller cylinder block for the larger
capacity. Detail changes. The rear suspension linkage and rear spring rate were replaced,
improving handling. Pillion grab rails were added, the gearboxes were made stronger, and new
six-piston Tokico front calipers replaced the previous model's four-piston units. The weight of
the bike increased to Engine bore, stroke and redline remained unchanged; everything else was
completely new. The clutch was changed from hydraulic to cable-operated. The generator was
moved from behind the cylinder to the more conventional location at the left end of the crank.
There was now no balance shaft. The valvetrain switched to direct valve actuation, and the
cylinder head was plumbed for then-new plug-top ignition coils, replacing more conventional
remote coils and high-tension leads. Notably, the new engine also featured a Hall-type cam
position sensor on the exhaust camshaft. Cam position sensors are typically used in
conjunction with electronic fuel injection. Its inclusion could indicate that Kawasaki had
designs to include fuel injection on the engine in the future. The frame lost the steel engine
cradles, but also its bolt-on subframe and the rear ride height adjuster. The swingarm was a
new unbraced, rectangular-section extruded design. The wheel sizes were the same, but the
wheels were a new, lighter design. The brake calipers carried over, but the discs were smaller
and lighter without stopping power being affected. The rear shock absorber changed from a
remote-reservoir to a lighter, more compact piggyback design. The front forks were criticised by
some european testers for fluttering during hard driving, a phenomenon that was only solved
with the model. Visually, the new bike retained the rounded look of its predecessor, but became
sleeker, with a slimmer tail unit and a smaller fairing. As a consequence of the smaller engine
and shorter wheelbase, though, the fuel tank became wider and intruded more on the riding
position than before. A dramatic new look was introduced for the model, with distinctive twin
headlights and a separate ram-air intake replacing the single headlight and integrated intake of
the C-model. Further improvements were aimed primarily at handling. The frame was made
stiffer through the enlarging of the front engine mounting bolts, though this still left the ZX-9R
with just a single front engine mount on either side of the frame. Further, the rubber bushings in
the top rear engine mount were changed to alloy. The swingarm pivot and wheel spindles were
made larger in diameter, again for more stiffness. Increased offset on the triple clamps reduced
the trail on the front wheel to make the steering more agile. The forks were shortened to save
weight, and the rear shock top mount was redesigned to incorporate a ride-height adjuster. The
ZX9r C1 was the first stock production motorcycle to run a quarter mile in the under 10 seconds
with a 9. They vented less pollution into the atmosphere, thus using what would otherwise be
evaporating fuel into better fuel economy. For instance, a U. ZX-9R F2P depending on what year
it was registered. Many U. The purpose was reported to prevent carburetor icing, a symptom
that has not been reported by ZX-9R owners anywhere outside the U. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article has an unclear citation style. The references used may be made
clearer with a different or consistent style of citation and footnoting. February Learn how and
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Ninja ZXR. ZX Tomcat. Sport touring. Ninja H2 SX. Vulcan ENA. Vulcan S. Vulcan VN Ninja
ZX-RR. It's an early member of the Ninja family of bikes. This bike was replaced by the Kawasaki
ZXR9. You'll find a thriving online community at ZX-9R. Fingers were pointed at the rear
swingarm and suspension too. Brakes are effective unless neglected. Always a strong point on
Kawasakis even when chassis development fell behind the competition. The Kawasaki ZX9R's
engine is a classic with modest low rev torque, no major fireworks in the midrange but enough
urge to keep the Kawasaki ZX9R swift. But rev hard and very little will pull away. The Kawasaki
ZX9R has a pleasing growly nature too. Reliability is good â€” Kawasaki ZX9Rs will clock up
huge mileages without letting owners down. But build quality can be patchy. Paint is so thin on
the wheels even regular use of a lock can rub it off. Corrosion and stone chips are a common
sight on Kawasaki ZX9Rs. Shocks go off quickly and steering head bearings can wear fast. Our
huge selection of Kawasaki ZX9R owners' reviews show a very high overall score, and echo the
above comments - particularly about the paint. The Kawasaki ZX-9R makes a good buy for two
reasons. Look for a bike with a Fenda Extenda and buy with a smug grin. Depends on your
perspective. The fuel tap is an antique idea with little to commend it but is useful when
removing the Kawasaki ZX9R's tank. Grease nipples on the Kawasaki ZX9R's rear suspension
are a simple, superb idea which few other machines have. Read what they have to say and what
they like and dislike about the bike below. Sports rack and soft luggage and a tank bag. It's
addictive, a missile but ridden calmer i can get 60mpg. Mine suffered a faulty head gasket after
12 years of ownership, which caused lots of problems with coolant trouble. Home servicing so
cheap as chips. Shims seem difficult at first but very easy compared to a blade. Worst feature is
thirsty on fuel, only get around miles before reserve. Best features are the looks, handling,
noise with an SP Engineering Can performance, acceleration, Reliability and all round ability to
use as a commuter or fun tool. Awesome Engine. Fantastic power delivery and can be ridden
hard or commuted without a problem. All services done by myself so only cost is for parts.
Standard looks are gorgeous and Headlight is amazing. Sublime all round machine. Linear off
idle power, stable predictable frame and handling, excellent adjustable suspension once
correctly sprung and valved to rider, very good to excellent brakes front AND rear, excellent
ergonomics for taller rider and solo with a gear rack makes for a quite brilliant and roomy sport
tourer. No electronic aids or wizardry. Will work hard AND play hard all year round. Starts when
you push the button! Could easily be 5 stars. Ride is overall excellent as machine is large and
roomy. Seat is all day comfortable in stock trim with good length to slide forward and back for
racers tuck. Not suitable for pillions other than a lift up the road! Suspension needs
professional rebuild to suit rider weight to obtain its full potential but this could apply to most
bikes. Is fully adjustable front and rear. Solid on road feel with predictable handling
characteristics. Steering damper not necessary as bike tracks stably. Will not head shake.
Tracks well in crosswinds and truck buffeting. Bullet proof and powerful. Flat power curve with
real bite above and fire and brimstone above 8. Beautiful off idle and smooth right through to
redline. No numb throttle hand and no peg vibrations. Seriously, you could put this motor into
any modern sport machine and it would still be a gem. Robust and proven. Beautiful motor that
never feels wheezy, under powered or overwhelmed. Smooth at all revs and especially highway
speeds. Terrible frame and wheel paint but not a deal breaker its only paint. Fairing is tight and
secure with good fit and finish though not perfect. Switch gear is solid and dependable if not
spartan whilst headlight is excellent. Gearbox is slick and solid feeling and sidestand good.
Servicing is straight forward though valve shimming can be time consuming ie-costly. Service
intervals are acceptable and oil changes do not require fairing removal and can be completed in
minutes at home. Tyre wear is good as the engine develops linear power without the tire
shredding torque of a V twin. Electronics are minimal as are electrical diagnostics and
problems. Scores a 5 star rating from me here due to its lack of equipment! Read on. Brakes,
clutch, throttle and gears. Learn how they work and enjoy. Grab a fistful of front brake and the
front tire will chirp, ditto back. Grab a handful of throttle and the front will stand up though not
alarmingly. If anything could be said to be lacking, in my point of view, its a slipper clutch.
Enough said. Buying experience: Privately bought. Getting hard to find as not many F models
were sold in Australia. Was competing directly with the R1, Gsx-R and Fireblade which sold
much better but ultimately were less rideable on the road for any length of time. Lots of Zx9's
were bought by P platers moving to their first large bike because they were less desirable hence
cheaper and consequently many were crashed and or poorly maintained by inexperienced

buyers. A real sleeper now though still not particularly desirable. I purchased one new back in
and its a monster. Its more upright than most fast bikes and on real roads this makes it better.
At the time a motorbike magazine quoted as saying mph knee down in the wet and this is the
best bike for it. Everyone I knew went for a blade but on the roads they could never keep up as
the extra weight and better seating position made it easy to go faster than them over the bumps.
I kept it for about 10 years before moving to a zx12 and wish I had kept it. One of the things i
loved about it was the low down pull changing up about rpm made the thing shift and a nice
induction noise. People say they are to heavy but I never had a problem as a run from Northern
Ireland down past scotland and down to the south coast of England in a day and a lot of beer
the same night would of been a nightmare on anything else at the time. Lights indicators a
thingy for going fast and two things for slowing down. Buying experience: Deal got mine for the
price of a at the time. What a bargain. Great engine, torque and power, if you're feeling lazy it
can just roll along but if you want to give it the berries it's your best friend too. Handling is great
and no electrical gimmicks, just you, the bike and the roads. Put a decent set of tyres on it and
enjoy. I forgot to mention that it is so comfortable too, I'm 6ft3 and over kgs and can ride for
about kms per day before aches and pains take over. Kawasaki quality. Yearly oil and filter
changes. Keep on top of the brakes and you'll be quids in. Very easy to ride for the most part,
but can feel prone to under-steer, especially if suspension is set to soft. On standard settings
the bike will steer very accurately, even on technical sections - but it has to be ridden well, or
you may find yourself running wide. It's probably happiest on sweeping A-roads and the
smoother, less tricky B-roads. But it will do almost anything, any time - and with very little
complaint. Indeed, the bike always feels eager to be ridden - and wants to please. The 6-pot
Tokicos are miniature money-pits - and adequate at best. Braided lines and good pads are
required - and even then you'll probably be considering switching to 4-pot Nissins off the big
Bandit. Problem is, you've already put new seals and may be even pistons in the Tokicos, not to
mention sprung for some Hel lines. So now you're committed to the 6 pots. As for the engine,
well, yes. It's lusty, sweet and very strong. It seems to have endless reserves of power - but you
do sometimes find yourself working for it. Even though it's a litre, it's not perhaps as accessible
as it could be. That can make it more rewarding, however. In general it's a really flexible motor best on open roads, but able to accommodate trickling town work, walking speed filtering,
country lane bimbling and guided missile ton-plus hours-long motorway journeys. It's the bike's
strongest card - well, that and it's ergos. Pegs are a little higher than necessary, but the "bars"
are well positioned, and the seat is a proper man's saddle - not a thin piece of foam on a narrow
subframe. Consequently comfort levels are very high. Really comfy but likes going a lot more
than stopping. Arguably the best of its era, or up there with them at the very least. Power
everywhere - and relatively linear, but with strong bursts of energy at 7k and beyond. Reliability
is very high. Quality is Finish poor in places wheels - don't clean that fling of too often or the
paint will disappear. The engine will run for several hundred thousand road miles with good oil
every 4k. It just works, and it carries on just working. Surprisingly not bad on fuel, even when
ridden in anger. Best value old school superbike available, I think so! Buy one, before 90s
prices go the same way as 80s ones when the rose tinted memories start to kick in. Fantastic
bike with a mental engine and to be honest, crap brakes Lovely plush ride but the brakes and
this appears perfectly normal could certainly do with a LOT of improvement. And I was told by
an engineer that my brakes are really good for a ZX9R! Reliability appears fine, quality of paint
on wheels is rubbish and swing arm finish questionable. Otherwise, great. You get a dash and a
seat which is really comfy. Buying experience: Bought from a dealer, price perfectly reasonable.
Buying experience: Bought private on a whim powder coated frame and swinging arm. First
bike and I love it. Excellent ergonomics and superb fairing make long distances no problems.
Seat is excellent, minimal buzzing through bars and pegs. Fuel consumption is good with km's
per tank on the highway. Brakes are excellent and predictable as is the handling. This bike is
not suitable for pillions. Somewhat rough below rpm, beautiful above. Enough power to keep
more modern sports bikes honest making about bhp at the rear wheel. Can get hot quickly if not
moving. Frame and wheel paint is easily scratched. Mechanically it is simply ride hard , park
and repeat. Service intervals can be pricey due to valve shims but rarely do any problems arise.
There simply is nothing other than a rear rack that this bike requires. The stock seat is superbly
comfortable even after 6 or more hours. This bike does not require a double bubble screen as
the OEM screen directs clean turbulence free air at your shoulders, neck and helmet while race
crouching deflects all air. Bike is easy on tyres as the cc engine does not seem to develop
monster tyre shredding torque. Buying experience: An excellent second hand buy as there are
plenty of parts and the entire bike is old tech and relatively simple to service. The big Ninja is a
great comfortable sportbike to learn from. The California emissions model sold selectively
throughout the U. This bike doesn't excel however, at lower speed corners or in drag racing

scenarios with newer lighter, more powerful bikes. But use the bikes long range, handling, and
comfort capabilities and you'll find it rises like dairy cream over its rivals. The stock Tokico
6-pot calipers become a problem after about 20K miles, but are easily replaced by Nissin's from
Triumph. Nissin's aren't Brembo's, but for street use and the occasional track day, they get the
job done. Mine's at , Great power whenever you need it and super efficient at producing HP too.
Solid and reliable. The engine is virtually bulletproof end-to-end. Change the oil and adjust the
valve shims and you can keep riding the bike endlessly. The main ding this bike gets is from
repeated cleaning or from prolonged moisture damage to the painted rims. Fairly standard. This
bike is really inexpensive to operate. I'm talking if you rode it like a cc bike, this would be
near-on as inexpensive to operate: 4. Favorite features of this sportbike are three: 1 its handling
2 long range comfort 3 tank range that puts it above everything else on the road less the huge
fuel capacity touring bikes. A cracking and reliable bike which I have proudly owned for over 7
years now. Will never sell it as it all for me, it ticks all the boxes. One of the last big framed
superbikes, at 6'3 I avoid looking like a demented Spider-man on a tricycle - you get the picture
right! Lastly - it has carbs, and the mechanics on it are fairly simple overall - a tinkerers dream!
Buy one and you'll not regret it! Brakes are good. Braided lines help. I have replaced these and
levers with 2 finger style ones. Much better brake feel IMO. Change brake fluid regularly as a
rule. Bleeding is easy. Pick and choose pads carefully - I use EBC. Ride quality is fine. Track
settings - incorporate using the C' Spanner to tighten up the Rear shock preload. I have also
dropped the yoke through the forks by 15mm. Perfect for sharpening up the front. Smaller tie
rods raise the rear nicely too - along with spacers under the mounting point. A rocket! Nothing
loses it down Nurburgring, Mallory or Anglesey straights! Lowers top speed to a mere mph
ahem! Wheel paint is rubbish and best replaced in time with a quality plastic coating dipped.
Other than that - my bike has been reliable and corrosion free. She's now 14 years old - blimey! I
do all the servicing myself. Source parts at trade prices. Analogue looking clock actually digital
but dials. Numbers so small you struggle to read them above 40mph!! No fuel gauge has fuel
tap - really! Remedies - Use soft luggage e. Oxford , Use mobile phone as GPS Speedo, learn to
guestimate fuel level via miles run between fills owners get good at this! Hugger and fender
extender - recommended as is a double bubble screen wind protection. Buying experience:
Brought from ebay private after promising myself one ten years earlier. Good price can't
remember exactly what though as was smitten! I have loved owning this bike, practical for my
every day riding, however riding in rain is twitchy and i kinda find that intimidating. But don't
expect to get that money back when selling it. The ride itself is amazing!! Buying experience:
Bought privately, was completely standard when i bought the bike. Some quality issues with
paint on the rims being to thin and bad corrosion on the inside and outside of the rims, the
swing arm paint is also to thin and leads to bad corrosion but front brake callipers demand too
much attention this is made worse when you ride the bike every day in all weathers. Amazing
bikes one of the best bikes I have ever had the pleasure in riding, would strongly disagree with
it not cutting it as a sports bike! Lovely low end torque and bags of power throughout the rev
range and will keep pulling to mph, and that ram air growl is so addictive when hard on the
power! Over all the build is much better then well any bike on the market, I have had a few
ninjas now and have had a lot of Hondas and other high quality bikes and Kawasaki are by far
the most reliable and well built bikes out there but not faultless. Never have a ninja brake down
on me or give me much trouble, corrosion is the biggest headache I have had. Keep them
serviced regularly and they will run forever but front callipers are an issues requiring regular
maintenance and this is not cheap! Given on a bike you don't get a lot of or any equipment this
is hard to rate front suspension could be better and Michelin power 2CT's tyre go well with this
bike. Six pot tokico calipers need new seals and rebuild quite often. New oil and filter every year
and runs sweet. Outside of any offroad potential, this is the ultimate all rounder. Fast enough
for trackdays, comfy enough for touring, good enough in traffic for commuting. Made at a time
when sportsbikes were made for the road than overly track focused it is faster than you'll ever
need, sounds fantastic especially with a Yoshi exhaust , and can be had at what can only be
described as a bargain price. Sporty handling once suspension is sorted but all day comfort.
I've taken it up to Denmark and down to Spain with no problems and felt fine. Bike gives a very
plush ride but can understeer a little as standard. I had a KTech fork piston kit put in and now
much sharper but ride a little less plush. Rear shock needs ride height jacking up to improve
handling loads on the net about this but after 21k miles the rear shock was tired so I put in a
Nitron Sport which is good. Paint on wheels is thin and chips easily. Bike is unbelievably cheap
to buy so spend a few bob on sorting the suspension and enjoy the distance possibilities over
and above its rivals. Sports tourer label is unfair. It is a sports bike of the era that feels stable as
opposed to flighty and will happily tour. As the MCN review states its pretty good for a sports
bike. Used an Oxford 50l waterproof rollbag for the tent, sleeping bag etc and a tankbag for

clothes when touring. Bike has got double bubble screen on which is good no experience of
standard screen. Gonna have much more fun going somewhere on this than a beemer with hard
luggage. Strong and reliable. Nice sound - other than the characteristic rattling sounds of that
engine. I have about 60, kms with not significant problem. Canadian Kawasaki dealers basically
double the U. Fortunately, this bike hardly ever needs anything. No fuel gauge! At least it has a
trip meter I can use and a true fuel 'reserve' with a valve. Positive- power, handling, brakes,
confidence inspiring all what u want from a bike so long as shes been looked after Negativeseat can be a litle sore after a long ride, not much storage but it's a sports bike. Surprisingly
comfortable even with pillion, brakes are great so long as they are looked after. There is a lot of
travel on the front brake lever but doesn't bother me too much, although i will be servicing my
brakes this week. Comfort wise it's great but a gel seat upgrade is a must for rides over miles.
Did miles other week and it destroyed my cheeks. One word for this bikes performance You
won't will be wanting more power on the road. As mentioned by MCN, some of the paint isn't
great, brake calipers and rear footpeg hangers tend to go off somewhat. Haven't had any real
problems and starts every time with no trouble. Not bad for what the bike is. Just The normal
full service twice a year, and any consumables. It's a sportsbike so equipment is never going to
be great. Enough space for waterproofs though. Shame is doesn't have a fuel gauge. At its best
in the twisties, loves to be thrown around bends and growls out of the other side. Excellent
handling and a comfortable sports touring type seat means you need fuel before you need a
rest. Pulls like a train, i had problems with mine in the low revs skipping and missing. Changed
jets balanced the carbs and no difference, turned out to be the aftermarket stainless exhaust.
Put a stock exhaust on and ironed out most of the issue. Generally very well built, some of the
fairing bits look second rate compared to my Honda. They dont like aftermarket exhaust
systems, stick to original. Service it myself, tis a bit on the thirsty side though. Buying
experience: Bought privately, beware of modified to race bikes, bigger jets and different
exhausts upset the kwak and make for a horrible round town ride. This is the first big bike I had
and Oh my was the engine a power house. It's weak points are the brakes but in the end I
upgraded the callipers and they were fine. For a bike under 2k you can't beat it much better than
buying a beaten up Reliability issues were purely due to age but a main dealer found the fault in
seconds were as a back street garage had it in for a weak and couldn't find the fault. Well worth
using a main dealer in relation to your make bike and well worth chosing a bike that you have a
local main dealer for An absolute do it all bike that is just as suitable to ripping up your local
twisty road as it is taking a long haul cross country. I rode mine for 70k miles before slamming it
into a Jersey barrier. I replaced it with a ZX12, and am having second thoughts. A solid bike.
Love it Love it Love it. First big bike after passing my test. After countless hours, reading
reviews and researching this that and the other, I decided that the ZX9R sounded perfect. I knew
I would have to take it steady for starters with such a powerful tool. I have to say, it's been an
absolute delight. So easy to ride quick or steady. Great for comfort with that broad seat and
sensible bar height. Cracking prices available on these bikes too. Parts are decently priced and
also abundant. Well worth a look if your after some serious fun on a budget. Only grips are the
short service intervals, and the OEM headlight. Nothing a quality aftermarket bulb doesn't fix
though. Absolutely brilliant fun to ride. All the rubbish about it being bigger and heavier is
irrelevant, it's a few kg more than a blade but has more horses to power it. It's longer wheel
base makes it more stable in corners, it's riding position is more comfortable than other more
modern sports bikes without taking away the control and focus when you want it. It adjustable
enough if there is anything you want to improve and when are you ever gonna push it hard
enough to need more anyway! The power delivery is incredible, the engine note addictive and
overall the zx9r is without a doubt the best balance of performance and real world usability. I
absolutely love my f1p and recommend a test ride to anyone looking for something sporty. Ive
owned two of these now absolutely fantastic machines very fast comfortable may not be state
of the art but a fantastic every day bike. These were bloody rippers when they first came out.
Wonderful bikes with a ball-tearing top end rush. This bike is one of my all time favorites.. I
looked for a new bike, something fast, light, good 2 up and comfy but most of all reliable nothing out there. I'd had a couple of Kawasaki's in the past so I knew they were good bikes.
The review's are a little harsh, It is still a very quick bike and handles really well on british
roads, even 2 up and around the city. It's the perfect blend daily commuter with stacks of
weekend fun. It's a shame they don't make bikes like this anymore. I will be sticking with this
one! It's a very pleasing bike. It's comfortable, indecently fast, looks mean, well built and it
handles much better than it's reputation implies. The only down points so far are the clocks are
hard to read and the fuel tap is a rubbish idea. I still rue the day I sold her Surprising amount of
power and with heli-bars, I wasn't but so scrunched up. Front wheel could be lofted easily
coming out of corners Great, great sportbike for the road. Had my C1 since and clocked up Will

do everything you need.. Still looks good for 11 yr old. Bad bits; carb icing and thin paint on
wheels Build quality on this C1 is excellent much better than the B1 model I had. Had my e1 for
3yrs now ride about oomiles a week it has never let me down what can i say. Ride it on a daily
basis days a year whatever the weather will only get rid of the old girl for a black s as i regularly
ride a and although that is a mean machine i have no problem keeping up with it. I got the ninja
bug when i saw my mate's C1, bought mine new in and to date can't fault it. I've had galfer disc's
fitted recently, which combined with braided lines makes a big difference to its stopping power.
I still find the fruity ram air induction iresistable after 8 years of owning. Since sj sorted the
suspension my bike corners even better, the only thing that will improve it is a complete
suspension overhall which i'm considering as i've no intention of selling. Since sj sorted the
suspension my bike corners even better, the only thing that will improve it is a complete
suspension overhall which i'm considering as i've no intension of selling. Had 2 , but wanted a
bigger chassis for comfort on longer trips. Can't improve on it now. Sporty, comfy, does
everything I need. And capable of a lot more. Always get off it with a mega grin even after 3
years. Power is superb, wheelie on the throttle at 6k, knee down all the time. Generally an
excellent all rounder - sunny Sundays are the highlight of my life! I love the bike, its fast,
responsive and handles well. Its built for speed not comfort and my wrists ache after 35 mins so
long rideouts are out of the question. Its also a bit twitchy at times but on the whole it does the
job. I've owned the bike for 6 months now, it's a fantastic bike very stable, kitted out with
Michelin Pilot Road 2s. Relatively easy bike to do your own maintenance on, only struggled with
the valve clearances. The bike came fitted with a rear hugger and double bubble screen from the
previous owner. Great all-rounder. They're completely different bikes but the 9R is still great. It
boasts a strong engine, with drive from any gear or revs, comfort is good for both rider and
pillion and under seat storage is good too. It may be slated by the press sometimes, but in the
real world, this is a fantastic bike. Only fitted F. Fabbri screen, HEL lines. Lacks USD forks,
slipper clutch e. Highly recomended. The big surprise for me is the comfort. I've tried lots of
sports bikes only to find them painful after a short time. More important is the engine
performance, this bike feels just as powerful as any Fireblade or R1 I've ridden but is so much
more useable. Brill bike, this is my second, had a TLs last and it highsided me eventually. The
result was bad circulation in my busted up right arm, making my hand go numb. What a
difference, they raise the bars by about 1. I did mile trip at the weekend and only stopped for
fuel at mile cracking bike for the real roads and occasional trackday! My 6th bike in as many
years. I previously had a TLS, but the engine in the zx9 is just as amazing and takes off at the
top-end. The sound from the airbox is addictive to. It's also comfy, fairly economical and even
has a clock! I am however having trouble setting up the suspension as it tends to run wide
unless you give it a bit of muscle and can be a bit skitish. Will junk the standard shock asap.
Overall though, a great real world bike. This is my second bike and I had it this full season, I put
km on it an I think it is wonderful! It accelerates like hell when needed, the position is relaxed
even for me I am 1. I have covered just 70 miles on my ZX9R so far and love it already. It is
comfortable, no wrist ache yet and is so easy and forgiving to ride. I have just changed it from a
16 year old CBR and can't believe how far bikes have come! I was ready to do a bit of taming,
but none of it. It is far easier to ride than my CBR, but jesus, when I open that throttle, it flies!
Strengths: Smoothness, comfort, performance, handling. Weaknesses: No fuel gauge and
manual fuel tap what are they all about??!! Lights are weak. Had my c1 for almost a year, great
bike does all you want. Strengths: Got to be that motor. Weaknesses: Paint on wheels. Had a 96
fireblade before the ninja, was a great bike,but lacked the top end and over all excitement of the
ninja. Excellent engine, handling and looks, just brakes could do with braided hoses. Beats the
modern crutch rockets all round! Strengths: Engine, engine, engine, looks, noise. Weaknesses:
Brakes. The 9R loves them and I love it. This bike has been seriously under rated by the media.
More power than I'll ever be able to use. Fairing actually protects from the elements. Acres of
under seat storage. Stable at top speed mph. Weaknesses: Not mad about the colour schemes.
The tail unit is a bit fat and dated. Strengths: Comfort smiles per pound. Weaknesses: Carb
icing brakes as standard. I've had a C2 before, that was good, but this F2 model is amazing. The
mag testers don't seem to like it though. It's not the latetst spec but in the real world it does
everthing very well. Let the good times role! Strengths: Speed, looks, comfort, useability.
Weaknesses: None yet. Strengths: Cost speed. Weaknesses: Poor finish. Had my E1 for three
years and just sold it with miles on it, the last three years it has not let me down it's been a
fantastic bike. Longest journey was to cadwell park 2yrs ago miles round trip in a day, blasted it
down. Sore arse next day though. Strengths: Comfort for, induction noise, feelfront end. I
bought this in March 04 to replace my 16 year old GPZ Must say I'm pretty impressed. The
performace is stunning and I'd though the GPZ was quick! Fairly comfortable, and can be ridden
slowly if needed. Tyre were tolerable original still has couple of thou left after miles.

Weaknesses: Needs to be ridden where there is no traffic i. Froze my nuts off riding it home to
Sheffield but fell in love with it that day. So much room to move about that my 90min commute
to Warrington is thoroughly enjoyable, but it's an awesome machine for just hacking round the
Peak District. I'm 6ft and find there's a bit of windblast at high speeds but otherwise I can't find
fault with the thing. Some might find the suspension a bit hard but a quick tweak soon sorts it
out. Love it! Strengths: Engine is awesomely fast and the blue model is a real looker.
Weaknesses: The pilot! Strengths: Ultra reliable no problems at all since bought, still bloody
fast. Weaknesses: None. It might be a bit heavier than the latest trickest machines but this is not
a problem. Weight helps stability and size makes it much more comfortable for taller riders. I
had it jetted after fitting an Akrapovic race can. Gained 20lb-ft of torque between and rpm. Who
needs an Inter City ? Strengths: Usable power. I like the ride and the comfort on this bike is
excellent. It sounds great and rides very smoothly and it's very solid and stable at high speed.
It's probably not as agile as some other superbikes in corners. Digital Speedo will be much
better, dificult to read when riding fast on corners. Engine is plenty powerful enough for a mere
mortal like me. Brakes are excellent, as is the handling. What a stonking motor! It just goes and
then goes some more. Coupled with a lovely suspension set up it really is a comfy, fast, cross
country missile. With just the Akrapovic is puts out bhp at the wheel but it is just so useable.
There is a flat spot at K but its not too bad. Carb icing really affects it though it is easy to ride
around. Fantastic smooth power, great feel, sensible riding position, looks the dogs nads,
comes out of corners like chris walker. Need rearsets as my legs don't fit snuggley into the
cutaways of the tank. Love it though! Had a gixer before this. The nine is terrific. The take up is
awesome, I can tease the R1 club at leisure, and find it very difficult to find anything
approaching in my mirrors. Comfort is very good. Sat in the bike rather than perched on it.
Rarely travel without my pillion, she sits in comfort with room for a much larger arse. The
performance and handling is awesome, flickable when it needs it, but commanding on the
longer runs. Turns an eye at every tea stop and if there are any doubters, turns an ear as it
screams past the rest. Solid on the twisties, edges tyres with an embarrasing ease. I am a very
happy man. Likes: Fast as hell. Fantastic screaming motor, best sounding sportsbike by far with
a standard end can. Roomy and comfotable for longer trips. Dislikes: Feels rough when it needs
a service. Never ticked over properly lumpy since new despite carb balancing at every service.
Also has sugffered from a metallic tapping sound from top end since new. Eats rear tyres. Only
had the Ninja three wks so anything i say will be first impressions really. Having said that what a
great bike!! Stacks of torque corners like it's on rails now that the susp is set up correctly and is
good around town. Only have a couple of gripes so far 1- I get a false neutral between 4th and
5th. Happened twice sofar. Still love the bike and expect to own it for a long time yet. More
nimble that my old ZZR, performance better than I had expected, room for improvement on
braking, also rides well with pavillion. Just run in , was getting miles till reserve dont think Ill
see that again! Had a 6R before this bike and the 9R is a total revelation. I love it, even though it
scares the hell out of me sometimes. Just need some more sunshine to see what the bike is
really like. This is my 26th bike in 15yrs. I love it to bits. I did have s fitted but have replaced
them with Ds. The steering is much slower now. I prefer the Bridgestones. Well, carb icing in
Nov. Carnells took it back and replaced the heaters. Backfires really loud on startup
occasionally, and there is an annoying hesitancy on throttle take up. Brakes could be better too.
Other than that excellent. I'll keep it til the arrival of the ZX10RR!! Its an exciting bike but
startlingly uncomfortable. Been impressed with the build quality and once set up, the handling
is excellent. The only problems are the appallingly glitchy throttle response, big holes in the
power delivery below rpm and the comfort. Every time you get on the bike, you want to
annihilate everything on the road so you get there quicker and R1s are not a problem - its just
as quick. Ditto GSXRs. Did in France last year and screamed all the way. Where the magazines
get the idea that this is more real world than its competitors, I just don't know. Just bought a
Fazer so my aching butt will forgive me the last 2 years. I'll miss the excitement though! Great
bike overall, I cannot fault it's comfort levels, in fact it's so good I don't want to change it and
I've had 14 bikes in 3 years. Lacks a bit of finish quality. Had ignitor plug problem at 65 miles
but was sorted there and then by dealer. Not cramped at all. Love the induction noise. Don't put
macadams on - they kill it but last for ever [they were in my garage at the time and it was end of
season]. Went round spain etc couldn't have been on a better bike. For the winter I am trying
these Tomahawk remoulds half the price - no point in squaring off BT's. Will fit BT's once sun
shines. I nearly always use a power washer on wide spray after a wet ride most at moment and
have no corrosion problems. Had to have carbs changed under warranty last winter due to
icing. Problem cured. Only took 1 week from reporting to fixing. The fourth ZX9 I've owned and
easily the best yet - lighter, quicker and better looking. Gradually getting suspension perfected.
Top bike for distance work. Used every single day, but it doesn't get real cold here 2deg c

lowest. Careful in the heat tho - 45deg c in summer shade poor thing struggles over 35deg in
traffic. Low revs a little uneven. Upped idle a little. Very satisfied overall. Much cheaper here
too! I commute daily and in all weathers. The bike is a pussy about town. On the occasional
trackday, it is not quite as nimble as Fireblades on corners, but blasts the straights and
outperforms me by a long chalk around the track. It has a firm planted feeling when cranked and
is less twitchy than more 'ultra' performance bikes. Love handling, brakes and the never ending
power, very addictive. Very comfortable, easily as fast as i'm ever likely to travel on land! Build
quality could be better, but reliable and bomb proof engine. Suspension needed adjust ing.
Good seating position, but seat is hard and uncomfy. Power is great, love the torque down low.
Good wind protection, but could be better with a double bubble wind screen, as I am 6'1". Love
the sound of the engine and stock exhaust. Suspension set for lighter riders and needs
tightening up for heavier riders, but good as is. This bike replaced a "93" ZX9, Disappointed in
the lack of fuel gauge. Had to have new clocks and sump fitted at the mile service, that being
said I think it's a wicked piece of kit which suits my size and build. True one finger braking and
stunning looks. This is a great bike that is bypassed by the press because of the R1 and
Fireblade. In it's defence it will do everything most of us can acheive on a bike and only a few
riders will be able to ride significantly faster on the roads. The handling is positive and stable. It
takes a lot to knock it off course. The suspension once adjusted to the riders weight is firm but
compliant. I commute on this bike doing lanes, motorway and city. It handles all without batting
an eye lid. The engine is storming and pulls from low down to top revs. In the petrol crisis I
managed 56mpg. It was boring though. The worst petrol consumption I've had was on a track
day at Snetterton where over an evening and full day I only got 38mpg. I can live with that. It
shot the tyres to peices though. I had Michelin pilot sports for a while but the bike didn't like
them and felt twitchy in the wet. The s are brilliant but I've only used them through winter. The
only major faults were a rear shock replaced under warranty after miles and the headraces
which are being done as I write. There have been no reliability problems. Its blue and I love it.
Also owning a 98 Buell S3, this bike simply blows my mind. The motor ismunbelievable! The
handling is quick, the brakes are awesome, the bike is totally comfortable really! I love it!
Comfortable, fast, not as sharp on the brakes. Bike is fantastic, but cannot wait for some dry
weather. No serious faults found yet. Feels like headraces but these seem fine. I am suffering
from poor running when v. Have owned mostly Honda's before and do not think build quality is
up to Honda standard. My previous bike was a FZR Exup a great bike but a bit slow steering and
heavy but very stable. I took delivery of the ZX9 in November in the p??? I washed the bike as
soon as I got home and put it in the garage but had to go back to have a look every 10 minutes
or so, now all I need is a fine day, not forgetting this was November. The forecast for Saturday
was good, sunny but about 4 degrees, that'll do for me, put on the thermals and the rest of the
gear and set of on a favourite road, the A68 Newcastle to Jedburgh fast A road with not too tight
bends perfect for trying a new bike. Running in is a pain in the a?? Bike ran well and I
experienced the most beautiful sound I had ever heard that puts a stupid smile on your face,
makes your hair stand on end and shout at the top of your voice, the intake howl you get from
the ram air, all this at running in speeds, what the hell will this be like at full revs. I rode the bike
all through the winter but just on the fine days so I would be ready for the fun when the rest of
the pack came out of hibernation. The only one that could live with the ZX9 was as you would
expect the R1 and that was generally down to grunt out of corners. I've got loads more to write
about this most under rated bike that has won praise from every one I ride with even the R1
owner and now that I have made the modifications it is even better, would like to write further on
track days and Nurburgring but have run out of time. Really need to get the bike dynojetted with
an aftermarket end can to improve performance - suggestions as to the best cans? The only
problems that I've experienced are 'carb-icing' and all lights on the 'cockpit' blowing although
these were both fixed under warranty without complaint. The Ninjas handling can be altered to
suit most riding conditions and although supplied in standard trim for those horizontally
challenged another word for those of us who weigh more than 12 stone. A little time spent
changing the settings and the handling comes alive. Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews
Bikes for sale For sale. View 14 images. View bikes for sale. Warranty term Two year unlimited
mileage. Other versions None. Engine 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5.
Engine 5 out of 5 It's addictive, a missile but ridden calmer i can get 60mpg. Value vs rivals 5
out of 5 Home servicing so cheap as chips. Equipment 4 out of 5 Could do with a clock but
minor detail. Underated but never disappointing 03 April by Stef Sturman. Engine 5 out of 5
Awesome Engine. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 All services done by myself so only cost is for parts.
Equipment 5 out of 5 Standard looks are gorgeous and Headlight is amazing. Engine 5 out of 5
Bullet proof and powerful. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Servicing is straight forward though valve
shimming can be time consuming ie-costly. Equipment 5 out of 5 Scores a 5 star rating from me

here due to its lack of equipment! Engine 5 out of 5 its a monster. Equipment 5 out of 5
everything needed. Engine 5 out of 5 Torquey and powerful. Smooth too. Value vs rivals 5 out of
5. Equipment 5 out of 5 Has all that you need. Engine 4 out of 5 Arguably the best of its era, or
up there with them at the very least. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Surprisingly not bad on fuel, even
when ridden in anger. Equipment 3 out of 5. Engine 5 out of 5 Astonishing Value vs rivals 3 out
of 5 Don't know, not done enough miles yet. Engine 5 out of 5 Revs all way up to and beyond.
Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 3x oil changes and rear tyre. Engine 4 out of 5 Somewhat rough below
rpm, beautiful above. Equipment 5 out of 5 There simply is nothing other than a rear rack that
this bike requires. Equipment 4 out of 5 Favorite features of this sportbike are three: 1 its
handling 2 long range comfort 3 tank range that puts it above everything else on the road less
the huge fuel capacity touring bikes. Engine 5 out of 5 A rocket! Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 I do all
the servicing myself. Equipment 3 out of 5 Analogue looking clock actually digital but dials.
Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 cheap! Equipment 4 out of 5 don't get much equiptment, a fuel guage
that doesn't work, no grab rails, but i like that it has no grab rails, it means i can't realistically
carry pillion. Engine 5 out of 5 Lovely low end torque and bags of power throughout the rev
range and will keep pulling to mph, and that ram air growl is so addictive when hard on the
power! Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Keep them serviced regularly and they will run forever but front
callipers are an issues requiring regular maintenance and this is not cheap! Equipment 4 out of
5 Given on a bike you don't get a lot of or any equipment this is hard to rate front suspension
could be better and Michelin power 2CT's tyre go well with this bike. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5
47mpg. Engine 5 out of 5 rpm - pussy cat so easy around town. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 mile
service is expensive as shims need doing factor this in when buying. Equipment 4 out of 5 As
the MCN review states its pretty good for a sports bike. Squeaky rear brakes. Engine 4 out of 5
Strong and reliable. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Canadian Kawasaki dealers basically double the U.
Equipment 3 out of 5 No fuel gauge! Engine 5 out of 5 One word for this bikes performance
Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Not bad for what the bike is. Equipment 3 out of 5 It's a sportsbike so
equipment is never going to be great. Engine 4 out of 5 Pulls like a train, i had problems with
mine in the low revs skipping and missing. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Service it myself, tis a bit
on the thirsty side though. Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 4 out of 5. Engine 2 out of 5. Value vs
rivals 3 out of 5. Engine 3 out of 5. Kawasaki ZX-9R motorcycle review - Riding. Medium
Summary of owners' reviews. There were five model incarnations across two basic designs.
This definition is practical to note as the last version of the B-model is disguised as a C-model
caused by a change in outer design which the oncoming C-model inherited. Prior to the advent
of the Fireblade, large-capacity Japanese sports motorcycles had become polarised. In simple
terms, the s had the handling, the big-bores had the power. In both categories, Kawasaki ruled.
The ZXR offered the technology and the performance of ultra-expensive racing-homologation
models from Honda and Yamaha at half the price, and it outclassed the similarly priced GSX-R
of the time, which still featured a perimeter frame and an oil-cooled engine, while the ZZ-R held
the title of the fastest production motorcycle on Earth. It combined big-bore power with sport
bike handling, but, crucially, it also pioneered meticulous attention to weight-saving design. The
Fireblade not only outpowered the 's, it was also significantly lighter. This was the detail
overlooked or underappreciated by Kawasaki when they set out to build their Fireblade-beater.
Rather than be a direct competitor, the ZX-9R was retained as a more stable and more
comfortable alternative to the Honda, with more straight-line speed. The road-going bias is
evident through the raised clipons and more upright seating positions. The wheels three-spoke cast aluminium alloy 3. The twin-piston rear Tokico caliper no longer mounted via a
torque arm, and the clip-on handlebars mounted above the top triple clamp, not below. The
frame was a welded aluminium-alloy dual-beam with cast steering head and swingarm
endplates, but with steel-tube engine cradles and swingarm-mount endplates extending back to
support the rider's seat and attach the bolt-on subframe, like the ZZ-R The crankcases, clutch
and gearbox were carried over from the ZXR, with a longer-throw crank and a bigger-bore, taller
cylinder block for the larger capacity. Detail changes. The rear suspension linkage and rear
spring rate were replaced, improving handling. Pillion grab rails were added, the gearboxes
were made stronger, and new six-piston Tokico front calipers replaced the previous model's
four-piston units. The weight of the bike increased to Engine bore, stroke and redline remained
unchanged; everything else was completely new. The clutch was changed from hydraulic to
cable-operated. The generator was moved from behind the cylinder to the more conventional
location at the left end of the crank. There was now no balance shaft. The valvetrain switched to
direct valve actuation, and the cylinder head was plumbed for then-new plug-top ignition coils,
replacing more conventional remote coils and high-tension leads. Notably, the new engine also
featured a Hall-type cam position sensor on the exhaust camshaft. Cam position sensors are
typically used in conjunction with electronic fuel injection. Its inclusion could indicate that

Kawasaki had designs to include fuel injection on the engine in the future. The frame lost the
steel engine cradles, but also its bolt-on subframe and the rear ride height adjuster. The
swingarm was a new unbraced, rectangular-section extruded design. The wheel sizes were the
same, but the wheels were a new, lighter design. The brake calipers carried over, but the discs
were smaller and lighter without stopping power being affected. The rear shock absorber
changed from a remote-reservoir to a lighter, more compact piggyback design. The front forks
were criticised by some european testers for fluttering during hard driving, a phenomenon that
was only solved with the model. Visually, the new bike retained the rounded look of its
predecessor, but became sleeker, with a slimmer tail unit and a smaller fairing. As a
consequence of the smaller engine and shorter wheelbase, though, the fuel tank became wider
and intruded more on the riding position than before. A dramatic new look was introduced for
the model, with distinctive twin headlights and a separate ram-air intake replacing the single
headlight and integrated intake of the C-model. Further improvements were aimed primarily at
handling. The frame was made stiffer through the enlarging of the front engine mounting bolts,
though this still left the ZX-9R with just a single front engine mount on either side of the frame.
Further, the rubber bushings in the top rear engine mount were changed to alloy. The swingarm
pivot and wheel spindles were made larger in diameter, again for more stiffness. Increased
offset on the triple clamps reduced the trail on the front wheel to make the steering more agile.
The forks were shortened to save weight, and the rear shock top mount was redesigned to
incorporate a ride-height adjuster. The ZX9r C1 was the first stock production motorcycle to run
a quarter mile in the under 10 seconds with a 9. They vented less pollution into the atmosphere,
thus using what would otherwise be evaporating fuel into better fuel economy. For instance, a
U. ZX-9R F2P depending on what year it was registered. Many U. The purpose was reported to
prevent carburetor icing, a symptom that has not been reported by ZX-9R owners anywhere
outside the U. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article has an unclear citation style.
The references used may be made clearer with a different or consistent style of citation and
footnoting. February Learn how and when to remove this template message. This article
possibly contains original research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding
inline citations. Statements consisting only of original research should be removed. Sport
Rider. February 25, Retrieved September 18, Retrieved August 13, November 23, Retrieved
August 8, August 23, Retrieved October 30, July February Retrieved August 11, ZX-9R vs.
Motorcycle Consumer News. Retrieved August 7, Categories : Kawasaki motorcycles Sport
bikes Motorcycles introduced in Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Kawasaki Heavy Industries. Aluminum twin-spar. Year Type.
Versys KL Super Sherpa. Ninja Ninja SL. Ninja R. Ninja ZXR. ZX Tomcat. Sport touring. Ninja H2
SX. Vulcan ENA. Vulcan S. Vulcan VN Ninja ZX-RR. Picture by Kawasaki. Published with
permission.. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating
Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a
friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive
property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without
notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy.
Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Compare with any other bike.
Displacement :. Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance
quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's
top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at
Bikez. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Discussions for every bike Bikez has
discussion forums for every bike. You can sign up for e-mail notifications when other riders
answer you. If you have extensive experience with the MC, please send us a review. If you
consider buying this bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes Look at photos.
Compare technical specs. And check out the rating of the bike's engine performance, reliability,
repair costs, etc. You can compare the rating with other bikes. Rating sample for this Kawasaki
bike. You can also compare bikes. The latest guide to all new UK Motorcycles and Scooters is
now available on-line Kawasaki has always managed to squeeze eyebrow-raising power and
speed from its cc engine. In recent years Kawasaki's big Ninja has been relegated to the back of
the pack and sent off as a sports tourer, but what a difference a model year makes. We were
able to have a ZX9R on test for a couple of weeks courtesy of Paul Cross, Marketing Manager of
Kawasaki in Bourne End, and upon collection had a brief run-down of the features on the new
bike. Gone are last year's six-piston Tokico calipers, with newly designed, four piston Nissin
calipers in their place. The motor now spins up quicker due to the modifications to the flywheel.
The ram-air system is still in the same position as last years bike and feeds the carbs from
under the headlight. Apart from the brakes, the frame and suspension are the most noticeable

improvements to the new ZX9R. The front forks seem to be a little on the soft side with factory
settings, but have plenty of adjustment to accommodate all types of riding. Damping, rebound
and compression are all well matched to the bike for the road, and it has adjusters that do
actually have an effect. The shock linkage has had its ratios adjusted and is now far more linear
as the rear suspension moves through its entire travel. Still at the rear the exhaust now has a
Titanium silencer that has also been repositioned for better more aggressive looks and
increased ground clearance. Having an enormous power output and numerous back end
modifications is all well and good, but can it change direction and turn in without any groans
and awkward moments? Yes, it can - probably a lot better than you may think! The ZX-9R has
had additional frame stiffening as well. A new front engine mount has been added nearer to the
steering head improving the engine's function as a stressed member. All the engine mounts are
now solid rather than rubber and this has only been possible because the engine is so smooth.
The new stiffer frame gives quicker response, and a more precise feel due to changes in the
offset and pitch of the forks less offset and more pitch. All somewhat subtle frame changes, but
all seem to be very effective over the previous models. Getting on the bike gives you the
immediate feeling of its size. Its instrumentation is all analogue, with digital odometer, dual trip
meters, clock and temperature gauge. Turn the ignition key and the instrument needles climb
around the dials and back as everything sets itself. Strong, useable power is the name of the
game with this bike, and its available whenever the engine is running. This power is delivered
with minimal vibration, you just get a very slight hum coming through the bars and pegs, just
enough to let you know it's running. On initial acceleration the bike just utilises that torque and
literally takes off, an endless stream of useable power right through the rev range makes this
bike a pleasure to ride both fast or slow. We took the ZX9 up to Cadwell Park together with its
little brother the new ZX to really try out the bikes handling and speed capabilities. Ground
clearance is also very good. I only touched the right footpeg down once, using the Michelin
Pilot Sports fitted to the test bike right to their edges. Just before I took the bike out on track I
made a few adjustments to the suspension settings, I adjusted suspension and rear ride height,
because the settings that came on the bike were fine for the road but needed a little stiffening
up for the Cadwell circuit. A little more ride height in the rear, with less preload and damping on
the shock and more preload and damping up front produced a very balanced motorcycle. Turn
in for a corner was definitely lighter, quicker, and more precise without being twitchy under
hard throttle on the way out. The awesome brakes on this bike also worked really well, they
never hinted at fade, or required more than two fingers to slow you up from ridiculous speeds.
Trail the rear brake into or through a corner, or brake when you discovered it closing in on you
a bit suddenly, it only ever produced a mild tendency to stand the bike up, which was again very
safe and predictable. The ZX9 is somewhat larger and heavier than most of its rivals, but this
fact alone is sometimes very welcome. The fairing gave great protection whilst riding but the
screen is not quite as high as I would have liked. It does give you a bit of buffeting unlike the
ZX6 so the only mod here would be to fit a double bubble windscreen to make the riding
pleasure perfect. I found that stops were much less frequent and became a necessity only due
to the tank range. On the new bike you will definitely find the passenger getting thrust up
against the rider due to the sheer stopping power of the brakes! The ZX9 also has a somewhat
larger than usual rear seat storage area, and can hold a set of waterproofs, a map, a lock and a
whole host of other things I tend to carry! I really enjoyed riding the new ZX9R. I especially
enjoyed the transformation it made when I adjusted the suspension settings. Combine this with
the bike's ability to adapt to commuting, as a sport tourer, a sportsbike, a tracktool, or just
going down to the shops and you have a very attractive package indeed. I thoroughly rate the
ZX9 as an all-round bike, it will almost certainly become many things to many riders. Read a
second opinion here! Return to Reviews Index Page. Got something to say about this? Make
your comments here! Not sure how it works or what this is all about? Fair enough - you can find
out all about it here. Read external Kawasaki ZX9R reviews on ciao. All rights reserved. Users
may download and print extracts of content from this website for their own personal and
non-commercial use only. Republication or redistribution of content, including by framing or
similar means, is expressly prohibited without the prior written consent of Motorbikestoday.
Advertise with us. New Bike Guide. Can I insure this bike? Aluminium swingarm, Uni-Trak rear
suspension. Back to Kawasaki Motorcycle Index Page. Click photo to enlarge. It makes a great
desktop image. Since then Kawasaki has continually updated its Open-class Ninja motorcycle,
and the ZX-9R features an engine that produces an abundance of heart-pumping power and
strong acceleration in a lightweight, compact chassis for the ultimate sportbike experience. The
ZX-9R engine has a lightweight, all-aluminum cylinder block. Each oversquare cylinder bore has
an electroplated lining that resists wear and improves heat dispersion. The cylinder head is
shaped to provide a high compression ratio, while cam timing and the cam profile are designed

for plenty of torque across the rev range. A bit microprocessor accurately adjusts timing from
sensors at both the carburetors and the crankshaft. A right-side cam drive allows an extremely
tight angle for the direct-actuation valves to further enhance intake efficiency. The
four-into-two-into-one exhaust system features a lightweight, all-titanium muffler with the
Kawasaki Clean Air System catalyzer, except for California models that have a stainless steel
unit and an additional catalyzer for reduced emissions. The catalyzer allows the engine to be
tuned for maximum performance since the catalyzer reduces emissions downstream. The
short-wheelbase aluminum frame has wide spars and a long steering head pipe for rigidity and
remarkable handling. An aluminum sub-frame is detachable for easy access to the rear
suspension. The extruded aluminum swingarm features a hexagonal structure with ribbing for
reduced weight and exceptional rigidity. A ride height adjuster allows riders to fine-tune the
chassis to suit specific conditions. Up front the 46mm cartridge fork has damping settings to
match the stiff chassis and rear suspension settings. Dual front disc brakes have large-diameter
mm semi-floating discs clamped by opposed six-piston calipers, while the rear brake holder is
designed to save weight. The rear wheel has a six-inch wide rim that allows a wide rear tire for
better traction, while both front and rear axles have a large diameter and are hollow for
increased rigidity and light weight. The ZX-9R slips through the wind with its fairing that
incorporates race-proven aerodynamics. The original Ninja established the standard by which
sportbikes of the 20th century were judged. With its advanced features and performance, the
Ninja ZX-9R ensures that the new standard for the 21st century bears the Kawasaki name.
Catalytic converter reduces exhaust emissions while allowing full power output Pre-converter is
hidden in the exhaust pipe, main converter is in the muffler so nothing shows CA model state
models have a converter in the exhaust pipe Kawasaki Throttle Responsive Ignition Control
K-TRIC. A throttle position sensor tells the ignition control unit how hard the engine is working
so that its new bit micro-computer can determine the best ignition timing for more power and
better fuel economy Spark Plug-Mounted Ignition Coils. Four small ignition coils are in the
spark plug caps, reducing overall weight and taking up less room Liquid Cooling. The automatic
fan is offset to the left behind the curved radiator to save space and keep the engine cooler in
various conditions The temperature gauge reads in actual degrees and includes an LED
warning light Six-Speed Transmission. Involute spline shafts decrease shift effort The cable
operated clutch has a smooth, light feel, and weighs less than a hydraulic unit Lightweight
Aluminum Perimeter Frame. The frame has no down tubes to save weight Lightweight
removable aluminum sub-frame Extruded Aluminum Swingarm. Front fork is light-weight for
high performance, compliant for rider comfort, and rigid for extraordinary handling Adjustable
spring preload, and compression and rebound damping to match rider weight and riding style
to the road conditions Light Weight Disc Brakes. Minimize unsprung weight, for sharp, precise
handling Tokico 6-piston calipers up front maximize effective disc diameter for precise,
powerful brake feel All Electric Instrumentation. Electric tachometer, speedometer are compact
and lightweight LCD clock, odometer, trip meter, and coolant temperature gauge with LED
warning light. Quite simply, the ZXR was built to deliver the lightest weight and highest
power-to-weight ratio of any machine in its class. Superbike Championship assault and it has
carried team rider Eric Bostrom to victory. No matter which NINJA motorcycle it is, customers
can always count on getting a motorcycle that performs. Bore x Stroke 75 x Compression Ratio
Specifications are subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulation and
legislations. You must be logged in to post a comment. News Ticker. About Michael Le Pard
Articles. Owner and Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and
Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach
out million people has been incredible but I could not have done it without the support of my
visitors, readers and members, thank you so much! You are making a difference to millions of
riders worldwide. Thank you. Next Suzuki VZ Marauder. Be the first to comment Leave a Reply
Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. There seems to be a problem serving
the request at this time. Skip to main content. Filter 1. Shop by category. More View more
categories Less View less categories. Model Year see all. Capacity cc see all. More than cc.
Colour see all. Vehicle Type see all. Sports Touring. Super Sport. Not specified. Type see all.
Model see all. ZX Filter Applied. MOT Expiration Date see all. Additional Information see all.
Customised Features see all. Performance Upgrades see all. Condition see all. Please provide a
valid price range. Buying format see all. All listings. Best Offer. Buy it now. Classified Ads. Item
location see all. UK Only. European Union. Delivery options see all. Free postage. Show only
see all. Returns accepted. Completed items. Sold items. Authorised seller. Authenticity verified.
More refinements More refinements Shop by Capacity cc. See all - Shop by Capacity cc. Shop
by Model Year. See all - Shop by Model Year. All Auction Buy it now. Sort: Best Match. Best
Match. View: Gallery view. List view. Classified Ad with Best Offer. Collection in person.

Classified Ad. Kawasaki Z SX. Results pagination - page 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7. You may also like.
Savings are here! Get what you love for less. Make Kawasaki. Model Ninja. It is in great shape.
Very fast! Very comfortable! Needs Nothing except a rider. I have owned this for 4 years now. I
got it off an old customer who had it sitting around for a while. Since then I have done a lot of
work. Has a clear title in my name. No liens, no salvage, no rebuilt ect. This is a very fast bike
that's looks nice and sounds awesome! Always got it up at bike night in summer. Currently
appears to have a full stainless Muzzies exhaust header and muffler. Has the body kit
aftermarket. Gas tank was repainted base coat clear coat. Currently has the - speedometer not
wired up. I cant find a wiring diagram to switch the wires over. Really easy job. It uses the same
plug but the wires are in a slightly different order. Else just get wiring harness from a to model
and use the color coding you seem at the speedo connector or switch the wiring harness over.
Currently no high idle when on choke think I have cable loose as I cleaned out the carb this
year.. Minor scuff on the muffler from before me. Now this bike is not for a beginner. Id rate it
about horsepower as stock is hp. It must be jetted cause it doesn't miss a beat. Picture may
show something over the headlight that's the plastic wrap it came shipped in. Just trying to
make it last longer. If have some original extra fairings around ill throw them in. This is a used
bike being sold as is no returns. This is a used bike. Welcome to see it anytime with an
appointment just email. I have no problem giving you a ride on it. I am just selling it cause I got
a ZZR Clear title ready to sign over. Cash in person as eBay allows. I am not shipping. You want
it shipped ask me first. Must be paid for and picked up with in 7 days. Need any more time just
ask first. If not paid within 7 days the deposit is forfeited. Reserve the right to end early as listed
locally. Any questions just call me directly 2onezerozero7 normal hours. Oil and filter change.
Greased Chain oiled. Model ZX9R. Polished frame. Runs great! Model ZX-9R. Ninja ZX9R - bike
is in mint condition and is ready to ride. The tires and brakes are in great shape. There will be
no disappointment in this one! More pictures available. Stock with Yoshimura exhaust. Super
clean bike with only actual miles. Clean Title. New front Ferodo brake pads and Michelin Pilot
Pro rear tire with less than miles. Will include original exhaust and service manual. Ostrich
seats, Extended swing arm, Lots of loaded work, Extremely fast and ready to go Nothing
needed! Model Ninja ZX-9R. This bike is a time capsule that has been preserved and kept in like
new condition. I know phrasing like that gets thrown around a lot, but this bike is truly as close
to showroom as it gets. Beautiful burgundy paint that looks amazing in the sun. Titanium
factory exhaust. Runs and rides perfectly. Only miles. Clean and clear title in hand. Please feel
free to contact me with any questions or to arrange a time to see the bike. Nice clean bike in
Kawasaki Racing Green, Hard to find bike and this one is nice! Only 22, miles! View Video Call
for more information. Financing available with low monthly payments. Sandusky MI, Full
Muzzy's stainless steel exhaust, BMG air filter and stage 1 jet kit. Runs strong. Fender
eliminator, flush mount signals, carbon hugger and smoke windscreen. Recent service
including all fluids, filters and plugs. Runs as well as it looks. Smoke windscreen, carbon
hugger and flush mount indicators. Great motorcycle, very clean and fast. Gresham, OR.
Carthagena, OH. Easton, PA. Olmos Park, TX. Mill Valley, CA. Lyles, TN. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Zx9. Year Make Kawasaki Model Ninja.
Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted
Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model -. Prev 1 2 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. There seems to be a problem serving the
request at this time. Skip to main content. Filter 2. Shop by category. More View more
categories Less View less categories. Model Year see all. Not specified. Additional Information
see all. Metallic Paint. V5 Registration Document Present. Extra Features see all. Security Alarm.
Steering Damper. Colour see all. Customised Features see all. Paint Job. Manufacturer see all.
Kawasaki Filter Applied. Model see all. ZX-9R Filter Applied. Performance Upgrades see all.
Capacity cc see all. Vehicle Type see all. Type see all. Condition see all. Please provide a valid
price range. Buying format see all. All listings. Best Offer. Buy it now. Classified Ads. Item
location see all. UK Only. European Union. Delivery options see all. Free postage. Show only
see all. Returns accepted. Completed items. Sold items. Authorised seller. Authenticity verified.
More refinements More refinements All Auction Buy it now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match. View:
Gallery view. List view. Classified Ad. Collection in person. You may also like. Savings are here!
Get what you love for less. Make Kawasaki. Model Ninja. We purchased this bike from an
insurance company lightly damaged, the bike fell over on left side. No suspension or frame
damage, triple-tree ok. Need clutch lever and shifter. Road rash to left side, and side skirts.
Tires are weather checked and could be replaced. Has Muzzy performance exhaust. Model Ninja
ZX-9R. Make Honda. Model Versys - ABS. With lots of financing options available for all types of
credit we will do our best to get you riding. Copy the link for access to financing. Financing and
warranties available on most models for ease of purchase and peace of mind. Model ZRX. There

are a few scrapes here and there. Can't see them until you're up close. Selling the bike too get
something bigger and newer. Serious buyers only. No driving or riding without cash in hand,
cash only Text or call at 6 one 2 two zero seven seven five Will trade for bigger bike. Make
Suzuki. Model Boulevard - MR B. Close your eyes for a moment and envision the perfect
cruiser-bike on the street. First, it would have to be fast - yet easy-to-ride. Last, it has to be
comfortable! Powered by a 76 horsepower, cc liquid cooled V-4 and 5 speed transmission this
Magna is a pleasure to ride! We can get you approved no matter your credit history! Call All Star
Cycle Sales. Model Boulevard - C50T. Make Mv Agusta. Excellent sportbike!!!!! Must see - very
clean motorcycles. Don't buy a Yamaha, kawi, triumph, Suzuki without seeing this first. Bike has
under miles! Make Triumph. Model Daytona. My Words:I bought this bike as a Triumph Daytona
i in the most "stock" condition I could find at the time, and in superlative silky condition. Bike
has never been dropped, shifts smoothly, and only slight mods like bar-risers for comfort and a
smoked screen for looks. Carbon Pipe is Ebay Buy with a grind, not related to handling of the
bike, just sounds too good to switch out. Bike has been stored indoors for it's life and it shows
that way. Comes with LSL rear sets which look trick. I rarely ride this bike, as I moved into the
"Adventure" category, so I ride taller, "sit-up" bikes like the Tiger or GS. Going on 51 years old, I
don't trash my bikes. I also never go near the red line, no need to for my enjoyment. Still breaks
my heart to sell her, she has so much soul and character. I remember very vividly when these
came out, and I was in Love at first Sight! I'm hoping whoever buys this bike knows the Daytona
well, and realizes this isn't a japanese throw-away sport bike, but a classic to be cherished,and
offered at an unbeatable price for the condition she's in. Their words: The Daytona has always
been Triumph's flagship sportsbike, so when the firm launched a new-generation sportsbike in
it simply had to take that name. First unveiled as the T Daytona, the new bike had a very
impressive spec, and was aimed at taking on the might of the Japanese top-class sportsbikes,
such as Honda's FireBlade and Kawasaki's ZX-9R. The heart of the original T was an uprated cc
triple engine, based on the earlier three-cylinder designs. Fitted with an advanced fuel-injection
system designed by the French firm Sagem, the engine produced a remarkable peak power
figure of 97kW bhp , together with the trademark torquey mid-range and soulful sound of the
inline three-cylinder design. The chassis was also rather remarkable. An aluminium tubed
perimeter frame design was chosen to combine stiffness and low weight, while looking different
from the usual Japanese twin-spar aluminium frames. Mated to an elegant single-sided rear
swingarm and stiff, 45mm 1. Although the T couldn't get the better of the Japanese - Yamaha's
Rl appeared nine months later, redefining sporting motorcycles - it was still a successful model,
combining Triumph character and heritage with genuinely sporting performance. The Daytona
i's performance and character stem from its liquid-cooled, fuel-injected three-cylinder engine,
which was designed at Triumph in collaboration with Lotus to optimize the port and combustion
chamber shapes and cam profiles. The valve unit's impressive PS bhp peak output, generous
midrange torque and soulfu
crane xr700 electronic ignition instructions
subaru impreza wiring diagram 1998
2001 chevy venture cooling fan wiring diagram
l exhaust note combine to give high performance with a distinctive edge. Handling and road
holding are first rate, thanks to a chassis based around a rigid and eye-catching tubular
aluminum perimeter frame, multi-adjustable suspension and wide-section inch wheels. With an
impressive blend of control and comfort, the i is a bike that is as happy being ridden hard on a
racetrack as it is on the open road. Triumph's excellent build quality and enviable reliability add
further to the Daytona's all-round appeal. Payson, AZ. Gloucester, VA. Memphis, TN. Olmos
Park, TX. Cripple Creek, CO. Rock Springs, WY. Mill Valley, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Zx9r. Year Make Kawasaki Model Ninja. Category Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc
Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Triumph Model Daytona. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

